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Abstract – In recent years software development design shifted from the art of crafting a home tailored solution to the art of component composition. These components are offered in various formats, such as software libraries (Java Archives, .NET Assemblies) or web services and are provided by many different vendors. In these multi-vendor environments there is a genuine need for integration and interoperability. Integration and interoperability is a first step, once this is achieved components can seamlessly use services from different providers, and that is when service policies come into play. A policy mechanism allows fine grained control over the service usage. The OSGi Service Platform is a service container which allows seamless integration of components and services but its service layer lacks a well defined mechanism for dynamic service policy management. Two approaches are presented for enhancing the service layer with policies. The first approach extends the platform while the second one adapts the plug-in components. Finally they are compared and evaluated against multiple requirements: usability, performance, transparency and backward compatibility.
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1 Introduction

Integration and interoperability are the most important factors to make a multi-vendor component model successful. New design philosophies and concepts are built around these values such as the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB). Within the service oriented architecture a service is an entity that performs some functionality and which can be shared among multiple components. Whenever services are exposed or shared, there is a need for service policy management. The top level of that mechanism is the policy decision logic, which is the place where rules are imposed on service use. These rules can be defined in various formats and implemented using different languages and libraries or by rule engines. Once the rules are defined they need to be enforced within the lower layer. This paper presents the components needed in OSGi Service Platform [1] [2] to support the lower layer of the policy mechanism. The OSGi Service Platform technology allows integration of components and services from different vendors or service providers and is focused on home networks but can be used in a broader environment. The OSGi Specifications (R4) are gaining momentum being a core technology for the eclipse IDE and several JSRs [3]. The unit of deployment is a component called a bundle. A bundle is a Java archive(jar) file, and the code inside can be activated by the framework through the bundle’s activator class. A bundle may contain multiple services, which are plain old java objects that are registered within the platform’s service registry. Each of those services can be used by other bundles, thus creating some kind of dependency among each other.

There are several approaches to help the bundle developer manage those dependencies. For example use the Service-Tracker, Service Binder [4] [5] [6], or Declarative Services [7] [8] to reduce the impact of service dependencies. Releasing a service and in particular a java object may prove to be more difficult than one would think as pointed out by [9], but solutions are in development [10]. Bundles can compete for the service usage, and when two bundles wish to use the same service a policy mechanism needs to be in place that handles granting or revoking actions based on priority rules. This work enables policies within the service layer of the OSGi Service Platform.

Paragraph 2 outlines a use case which shows the need for service policy management and introduces two models, the Framework Extensions model and the Bundle Adaptation model that could be used to support service policies within the OSGi Service Platform. The Framework Extensions model adds interfaces and behaviour definitions to the OSGi R3 specifications. The Bundle Adaptation model implements the same behaviour outside the OSGi core framework. It requires some modifications to bundles who wish to participate. Paragraphs 3 and 4 describe the models in detail. Paragraph 5 describes how to build a policy enforcement component using the models. Their performance is analyzed in paragraph 6 and the remaining conclusions are in paragraph 7.

2 Service Policy Management

The following use case clearly show the need for some kind of service policy management.

A use case: Appliance Control. When both a power saving service and a home surveillance service use a lighting service, some rules should be in place to govern the priorities. We do not want the power saving service turning off the lights
when the home surveillance service detects some suspicious activities and tries to turn the lights on.

The current OSGi Specifications are not sufficient to support the use case. They do not allow fine-grained service management and only support a flat view on the Service Registry also pointed out by [11]. A service exported by a bundle can be used by all bundles. The Permissions Admin Specification (R3) and the Conditional Permission Admin Specification (R4), provide means of managing access to a service, but do not define a model of behaviour. What should happen when the usage of a service is prohibited for a specific bundle? Furthermore their management capabilities do not correspond with the dynamic nature of the Service Platform. In order to support fine-grained service management two models are proposed and implemented.

Model 1: Framework Extensions. In this model bundles are unaffected, yet the OSGi framework is slightly extended. Great care should be taken to make the extensions as ‘natural’ as possible, meaning the extensions follow the design philosophy of the service platform.

Model 2: Bundle Adaptations. In this model the OSGi Service Platform is not affected, allowing the model to be implemented as a set of bundles that are backward compatible with any OSGi R3 platform. Yet in this model the bundles that wish to support policies are adapted.

3 Model 1: Framework Extensions

The model as shown in Fig. 1 contains three separate components, their roles, implications and implementations are discussed below.

Eventing mechanism. The subsystem gives notifications when a service is being obtained or released. The subsystem can only be implemented as a direct hook into the OSGi framework.

ServiceAdmin Service. The ServiceAdmin service is a system service that offers an interface to manage the visibility of a service toward a bundle. The service can only be implemented as a direct hook into the OSGi framework.

Policy Enforcement Component (PEC). The PEC processes the information provided by the eventing mechanism and makes decisions based on that information to adjust the service’s visibility towards the bundles. The PEC is a standalone bundle and does not need framework modification, it just uses the newly provided capabilities and is common for both models as described in paragraph 5.

3.1 Service Event Extensions

The OSGi specification (R3-R4), currently offers three kinds of service events. A bundle may wish to register a ServiceListener and act on those events.

ServiceEvent.REGISTERED. When a bundle offers a service to the platform, it registers the service in the platform’s service registry. A registered service event is issued.

ServiceEvent.MODIFIED. When the properties of the service are changed by the owning bundle, a modified service event is sent.

ServiceEvent.UNREGISTERING. An unregistering service event is generated when a service is about to be removed from the service registry.

Yet two other major service related ‘actions’, the obtaining and the releasing of a service, have no corresponding event, although they are indicated by the getService and the ungetService API method calls. When investigating the service usage one must always use the request response pattern (active polling) instead of the event driven model. Therefore the OSGi eventing mechanism should be extended with two new event types:

ServiceEvent.OBTAINING. Before a service object is delivered to the requesting bundle, a service event should be sent to all interested listeners, indicating which service (by means of the service reference) is requested by which bundle.

ServiceEvent.RELEASED. After a bundle released a certain service object, all interested listeners should be notified. Again the service event should denote which bundle is releasing the service.

It should be noted that the OSGi spec had foreseen future additions to the service event types (used in R4). The class org.osgi.framework.ServiceEvent was adjusted to handle the two new event types.

An obvious choice for listening to these new service events would be the existing ServiceListener interface. That approach has three disadvantages. First, there is no control over which listener will be notified first. In some cases one wishes to create some kind of manager that reacts upon an obtaining request. They would prefer to get notified before other bundles are notified.

As a second disadvantage, each time a service is requested or released all listeners are notified. This means a big performance loss, since services are obtained and released a lot, especially at peak moments during bootstrap or shutdown and to a lesser extent at bundle deployment time. Besides those moments the service platform is rather stable. The performance impact of having many listeners is analysed in paragraph 6.

The third disadvantage: bundles that erroneously rely on the fact that there are only three service event types are broken.

To solve all three disadvantages a new interface that extends ServiceListener was defined; the SynchronousServiceListener
(cf. SynchronousBundleListener). All notifications are handled by the inherited serviceChanged method. The service platform delivers both the existing and the newly added event types to the SynchronousServiceListener, whereas ServiceListeners only receive the old service events and never receives the OBTAINING or RELEASED events. This solves the performance and the legacy listener problem in one effort. Furthermore all events are delivered to the SynchronousServiceListeners before they are delivered to the ServiceListeners. Both listeners can be added to the framework the same way using the bundle context; no new API method is required and the same filter rules can be applied to both synchronous and non-synchronous service listeners. The difference in operation is shown in Fig. 2. Now, the three disadvantages are resolved.

An extra advantage, using the new service event types one can observe and profile the service usage of a bundle or of a service, making it easier to debug. For example one could build a debug tool, where authorized service usage (per bundle) is logged and unauthorized or unpredictable usage is reported. Furthermore one could build watches on services.

3.2 Service Registry Extensions

In order to support service policies, we need more control over which bundle may use which service. The security facilities within the OSGi platform offer some control, but are rather static. In fact once a service usage is granted it is hard to return on that decision, because security checks are only done when the service is first requested. Denying access afterwards comes only in effect when the service is released and requested a second time. The model clearly lacks essential functionality if one wishes to revoke a service from a using bundle.

In this proposal, a bundle gets a filtered view on the service registry. A management interface called the ServiceAdmin service is available for fine-tuning that view and is listed below.

```java
public interface ServiceAdmin {
    public void setServiceVisibility(
        ServiceReference serviceReference,
        Bundle bundle, boolean visible);
    public ServiceReference[]
        getServiceReference (Bundle bundle);
    public boolean isVisible(
        ServiceReference serviceReference,
        Bundle bundle);
}
```

A service can be made invisible for a bundle by using the setServiceVisibility method. The service visibility status towards a bundle can be analyzed by the two other methods. Bundles that are blocked from seeing certain services will not see them when invoking a getServiceReference on the BundleContext, and ServiceListeners registered by that Bundle will not be notified. As far as the blocked service concerns the owning bundle has unregistered the service (cf. Fig. 3).

The concept of filtering has already been used in the OSGi platform R3, when a bundle does not have the right permission. Or in release R4, where due to the support of multiple packages, service requests by interface name may cause returning a non class compatible service, which is thus filtered out. Where the standard OSGi frameworks just do filtering, our adaptation sends events, notifying bundles that the service they are using has been unregistered. That event is only delivered to the one blocked bundle. In fact that bundle thinks the service is no longer available, and thus releases the service, while other bundles do not receive the unregistered event, and are still using the service. When the service gets unblocked for our blocked bundle, a registered event is sent towards the blocked bundle, which thinks the service is newly available and can start using it. As mentioned before while being in blocked
state, the bundle does not receive any event notification of the service (As far as the blocked bundle is concerned the service does not exist).

4 Model 2: Bundle Adaptations

The functional requirements for this model are exactly the same as for model 1. Interested bundles should still be notified of the service usage behaviours, as well as they should be able to manage the service visibility. Therefore the three main components, the Eventing mechanism, the ServiceAdmin service and the Policy Enforcement Component stay exactly the same. Two functional requirements are added, firstly the model should not require any OSGi framework extensions (should run on every OSGi framework) and secondly, the model should support legacy bundles (bundled and their developers are unaware of the policy management component). The model is shown in Fig. 4. When shifting these components out of the OSGi framework some problems arise.

Eventing mechanism. Two problems are manifested, firstly how can this subcomponent discover the exact time a service is obtained or released? And secondly, how can it filter out events for invisible services?

ServiceAdmin Service. Again there are two problems to deal with. How can it send the unregistered event for a service towards a bundle and thus making the service invisible for that bundle? And how can it filter out invisible services when a bundle issues the getServiceReferences method on the bundle context?

Policy Enforcement Component. The PEC is already a standalone bundle and is common for both models as described in paragraph 5.

A solution to all of those problems can be found by wrapping the bundle context and providing the bundle with a special bundle context. The bundle context is the bundle’s interface towards the framework. When a bundle requests or releases a service it will invoke the getService or ungetService on the bundle context. The wrapping bundle context intercepts those calls and this solves the first problem.

Service listeners are registered with the OSGi framework by invoking the registerServiceListener method on the bundle context. At that time the wrapping bundle context can choose to add the listener to the eventing mechanism instead of adding it to the framework. The eventing mechanism now has full control over all service listeners, which solves the second problem. It listens to the framework and filters out service events before delivering the events to the service listeners. As a surplus it can send specialized events towards a certain service listener, which solves the first problem of the Service Admin. Furthermore the wrapping bundle context can filter out invisible services when a bundle invokes the getServiceReferences method on the bundle context, which solves the last problem.

By wrapping the bundle context all framework extensions are eliminated, but at a price. The policy enforcement framework now has to manage and maintain all service listeners and the bundles need to be adapted so that they are provided with the wrapping bundle context.

5 A Policy Enforcement Component

The policy enforcement component is a separate bundle and is common for both models. The proposed models provide a sufficient toolset to implement any kind of service policy management component. In fact, the PEC’s decision logic could be provided and implemented by third parties using different technologies, e.g. hard coded rules, XML configuration, rule based, etc.

A simple PEC implementation for the use case could look like the code below.

```java
public class SynchronousServiceListenerImpl implements SynchronousServiceListener {
    private Bundle surveillance, powersaving;
    private ServiceAdmin admin;

    public SynchronousServiceListenerImpl(Bundle surveillance, Bundle powersaving, ServiceAdmin admin) {
        this.surveillance = surveillance;
        this.powersaving = powersaving;
        this.admin = admin;
    }

    public void serviceChanged(ServiceEvent event) {
        ServiceReference ref = event.getServiceReference();
        switch (event.getType()) {
            case ServiceEvent.OBTAINING:
                if (surveillance.getBundleId() ==
                    event.getBundle().getBundleId()) {
                    admin.getServiceVisibility(ref.powersaving, false);
                    break;
                }
            case ServiceEvent.RELEASED:
                if (surveillance.getBundleId() ==
                    event.getBundle().getBundleId()) {
                    admin.getServiceVisibility(ref.powersaving, true);
                    break;
                }
        }
    }
}
```

The listener uses the ServiceAdmin service to control the visibility of the lighting service towards the powersaving bundle. When the lighting service is obtained by the surveillance bundle the visibility for the powersaving bundle is turned off.
The overall operation is shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore an OSGi filter makes sure the listener only receives events related to the lighting service.

6 Performance

In paragraph 3 the SynchronousService.Listener was introduced as a way to reduce the performance impact of the models. Having obtaining and released events delivered to more listeners would result in a reduced overall performance as shown in Fig. 6, so delivering to a reduced set of specialized listeners performs better.

A second series of test (cf. Fig. 7, Fig. 8) were performed to analyze the impact of changing the visibility of a service. In the test setup a bundle is measuring the downtime of a service. (The time in ms it cannot use the service). A service is brought down and up by changing the visibility using the ServiceAdmin service (a cycle). The two models are compared against each other. Furthermore they are compared against the situation where the bundle owning the service, unregisters and reregisters the service by using the ServiceRegistration object and the bundle context.

As expected the standard third method, which does not allow service policies, performs worst. When the service was brought down and up a 1000 times, the absolute downtime is more then 250 ms. The average downtime for the standard method is about 0.3 ms. The same test for the bundle adaptations model results in an absolute downtime of 62 ms and an average downtime of 0.05 ms. And finally the best results were obtained using the framework extension model where an absolute downtime of 32 ms and an average downtime of 0.03 ms.

7 Conclusions

This paper indicated the need for component and service integration frameworks in a multi-vendor environment. Furthermore, as shown in the use case, service policy management should not be neglected if one wishes to avoid inconsistent overall system behaviour. The OSGi Service Platform was chosen for its capabilities to integrate components and services from different providers. The platform was analyzed and found insufficient to support dynamic service policies. Therefore two models were presented and evaluated.

Although framework extensions model is more feasible in terms of architectural design, capabilities, performance, transparency and backward compatibility support for legacy bundles, it has one major setback; it requires modifications to the core platform. The proposed extensions to the platform are still within the design philosophy of the OSGi Service Platform and great care is being taken to avoid changes in the OSGi programming model. This approach results in extensions that
do not have any impact on the development of bundles. In fact these extensions are completely transparent to both the providing and the using bundles. The key requirement that needed to be fulfilled in the bundle adaptations model was backward compatibility with existing platforms. The model was defined as a pluggable set of bundles and can run on any R3 compatible platform. Achieving this goal created a trade-off and resulted in slightly reduced performance, a more complex architecture and the need for bundles to be adapted. Luckily the adaptation can be automated by a tool.

Both models offer a complete set of capabilities to implement a policy management component as demonstrated in paragraph 5. Finally we propose to incorporate the framework extensions within a future release of the OSGi Service Platform.
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Component–Aware System Architecting: A Software Interoperability
Weimin Ma, Kendra Cooper, Lawrence Chung

Position Paper: From Enterprise Architectures to Software Architectures using Requirements Engineering
Matthias Galster, Armin Eberlein, Mahmood Moussavi

Helping to Meet the Security Needs of Enterprises: Using FDAA to Build RBAC into Software Architectures
Lirong Dai, Kendra Cooper

Modeling of Evolution to Secure Application System: from Requirements Model to Software Architecture
Michael Shin

An Enterprise Architecture Process Model
François Coallier, Roger Champagne

A Model of Access Control for Data Materials Based on Ambient Calculus
Masaki Murakami

Session: PROCEEDINGS OF PLC'06 – DATA–FLOW ANALYSIS

A Fine–Grained Analysis of the Performance and Power Benefits of Compiler Optimizations for Embedded Devices
Jason W.A. Selby, Mark Giesbrecht

Complexity of Data Flow Analysis for Non–Separable Frameworks
Bageshri Sathe, Uday Khedker

Session: PROCEEDINGS OF PLC'06 – CODE OPTIMIZATION AND COMPILER GENERATION TECHNIQUES

Experience in Testing Compiler Optimizers Using Comparison Checking
Masataka Sassa, Daizohro Sudosa
Deterministically Executing Concurrent Programs for Testing and Debugging
Steve MacDonald, Jun Chen, Diego Novillo

Compiler Generator for Creating MOF–compliant Source Code Models
Zoltán László, Tibor Sulyán

An Embedded Haskell Subset Implementation
Ian Lewis

User–Friendly Methodology for Automatic Exploration of Compiler Options: A Case Study on the Intel XScale Microarchitecture
Haiping Wu, Eunjung Park, Long Chen, Juan del Cavillo, Guang R. Gao

A User–Friendly Methodology for Automatic Exploration of Compiler Options
Haiping Wu, Long Chen, Joseph Manzano, Guang R. Gao

Session: PROCEEDINGS OF PLC'06 – LOGIC, FUNCTIONAL, MODELING, NEW PROGRAMMING PARADIGMS

Implementation of Tag Representation in Prolog Virtual Machine
Guillaume Autran, Xining Li

XML Markup Languages Framework for Programming in 21st Century towards Managed Software Engineering
Khubaib Ahmed Qureshi, M Zeeshan Ali Ansari

Improved Graph–Based Lambda Lifting
Marco T. Morazan, Barbara Mucha

On Petri Nets and Predicate–Transition Nets
Andrea Röck, Ray Kresman

InChi: An Incremental Compiler for a Functional Language
James Gil de Lamadrid, Jill Zimmerman

Extensible and Adaptable System Software
Paniti Netinant

Session: PROCEEDINGS OF PLC'06 – REGISTER ALLOCATION, MEMORY MANAGEMENT, AND OO TECHNIQUES

Efficient and General On–Stack Replacement for Aggressive Program Specialization
Sunil Soman, Chandra Krintz

Java Virtual Machine: the key for accerated memory prefetching
Yolanda Becerra, Jordi Garcia, Toni Cortes, Nacho Navarro

Evaluation Issues in Generic Programming with Inheritance and Templates in C++
Emil Vassev, Joey Paquet

String Concatenation Optimization on Java Bytecode
Ye Henry Tian
Aspects of Memory Management in Java and C++

Émil Vassev, Joey Paquet
Conferences:

The 2006 International Conference on Bioinformatics & Computational Biology

The 2006 International Conference on Computer Design & International Conference on Computing in Nanotechnology

The 2006 International Conference on Computer Graphics & Virtual Reality

The 2006 International Conference on Communications in Computing

The 2006 International Conference on Scientific Computing

The 2006 International Conference on Data Mining


The 2006 International Conference on Engineering of Reconfigurable Systems & Algorithms

The 2006 International Conference on Embedded Systems & Applications

The 2006 International Conference on Foundations of Computer Science

The 2006 International Conference on Frontiers in Education: Computer Science & Computer Engineering

The 2006 International Conference on Grid Computing & Applications

The 2006 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence

The 2006 International Conference on Internet Computing & International Conference on Computer Games Development

The 2006 International Conference on Wireless Networks
The 2006 International Conference on Information & Knowledge Engineering

The 2006 International Conference on Image Processing, Computer Vision, & Pattern Recognition

The 2006 International Conference on Machine Learning: Models, Technologies & Applications

The 2006 International Conference on Modeling, Simulation & Visualization Methods

The 2006 International Conference on Parallel & Distributed Processing Techniques & Applications & International Conference on Real–Time Computing Systems & Applications

The 2006 International Conference on Pervasive Systems & Computing

The 2006 International Conference on Security & Management

The 2006 International Conference on Software Engineering Research & Practice & International Conference on Programming Languages and Compilers

The 2006 International Conference on Semantic Web & Web Services
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